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Abstract: Breast cancer remains the most prevalent cancer among women worldwide, necessitating
advancements in diagnostic methods. The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) into mammography
has shown promise in enhancing diagnostic accuracy. However, understanding patient perspectives,
particularly considering the psychological impact of breast cancer diagnoses, is crucial. This narrative
review synthesizes literature from 2000 to 2023 to examine breast cancer patients’ attitudes towards
AI in breast imaging, focusing on trust, acceptance, and demographic influences on these views.
Methodologically, we employed a systematic literature search across databases such as PubMed,
Embase, Medline, and Scopus, selecting studies that provided insights into patients’ perceptions of AI
in diagnostics. Our review included a sample of seven key studies after rigorous screening, reflecting
varied patient trust and acceptance levels towards AI. Overall, we found a clear preference among
patients for AI to augment rather than replace the diagnostic process, emphasizing the necessity
of radiologists’ expertise in conjunction with AI to enhance decision-making accuracy. This paper
highlights the importance of aligning AI implementation in clinical settings with patient needs and
expectations, emphasizing the need for human interaction in healthcare. Our findings advocate for a
model where AI augments the diagnostic process, underlining the necessity for educational efforts to
mitigate concerns and enhance patient trust in AI-enhanced diagnostics.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; breast cancer; screening; diagnosis; psychological burden; population;
survey; policy; healthcare

1. Introduction

Breast cancer has long stood as one of the most prevalent forms of neoplastic dis-
eases affecting women globally. Its prominence among the most common forms of can-
cer has persisted over decades, shaping healthcare strategies and research endeavors
worldwide. The year 2020, in particular, marked a significant landmark, with an esti-
mated 19.3 million new cancer cases reported and nearly 10 million cancer-related deaths
recorded worldwide. Among these statistics, breast cancer emerged as the most common,
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with approximately 2.2 million new cases diagnosed and close to 685,000 deaths attributed
to the disease, thus being more ordinarily diagnosed even than lung cancer [1]. Breast
cancer in the male population represents a rare entity with an estimated incidence of 1.2 per
100,000 in the US. Specific risk factors such as gynecomastia, BRCA mutations, Klinefelter
syndrome, previous radiation exposure to the chest, and high estrogen levels are tightly
linked to these diagnoses; therefore, routine screening mammography is not recommended
for asymptomatic men [2].

The evolution of artificial intelligence (AI) in medical imaging and diagnostics has
ushered in an era of precision medicine, significantly impacting breast cancer detection
and management. AI algorithms, particularly in mammography [3], have demonstrated
potential in enhancing diagnostic accuracy, reducing false positives and negatives, aiding
risk stratification and prognostication [4], and sensibly reducing the time to examine images,
which are very useful in breast cancer screening [5,6].

However, the successful implementation of AI in clinical practice hinges not only on
its technical efficacy but also on patients’ acceptance and attitudes towards this technology.
Understanding patients’ perceptions is crucial in the context of breast cancer diagnosis,
where the psychological burden of screening and diagnosis is substantial [7]. Patient
attitudes towards AI in healthcare can influence their willingness to engage with AI-assisted
diagnostic procedures and can impact their trust in the outcomes of such diagnostics.

Patients’ attitudes towards AI in medicine are a topic of growing interest. Attitudes
of patients towards AI differ, as some are optimistic about its potential to enhance health-
care while others harbor concerns, especially about possible misdiagnosis and privacy
breaches [8]. Additionally, research has shown that patients generally prefer human doctors
to AI-powered machines in diagnosis, screening, and treatment [9]. Overall, these findings
underscore the importance of understanding and addressing patient attitudes towards AI
in medicine.

The primary aim of this narrative review is to elucidate patient perceptions regarding
the potential role of deep-learning algorithms in the detection of breast cancer. Specifically,
we sought to understand patient apprehensions about the use of AI software in routine
radiological practice. Central to our analysis are questions about patient trust, such as
whether patients show more confidence in the clinical judgment of radiologists compared
to AI predictions, or if there is a noticeable shift towards relying on algorithmic analysis.
Additionally, we aimed to determine the extent of AI involvement that patients find
acceptable or preferable in their diagnostic journey, thus providing insights that could
guide the integration of AI in medical practice in a manner that is sensitive to patient needs
and concerns.

We performed this narrative literature review utilizing databases such as PubMed,
Embase, Medline, and Scopus, spanning publications from January 2000 to December
2023. Our search strategy involved a carefully constructed string of key terms to ensure a
thorough exploration of the relevant literature. The search string employed was: (“artifi-
cial intelligence” OR “AI”) AND (“breast cancer” OR “mammography”) AND (“patient
perspective” OR “patient opinion” OR “quality of life” OR “QoL”) AND (“screening” OR
“diagnosis” OR “radiology”).

Through this meticulous approach, our initial search yielded a total of 49 results.
Subsequently, we subjected these findings to a double reading assessment of the entire
papers, excluding 42 papers and selecting 7 studies that contribute to shed light on the
intricate relationship between AI, breast cancer diagnosis, and the patient experience,
allowing for a deeper exploration of this critical field [9–15].

2. Receiving a Diagnosis of Breast Cancer
2.1. The Physical and Psychological Aftermath

Receiving a breast cancer diagnosis marks the onset of a challenging journey, encom-
passing not only the physical battles against the disease but also confronting its psychologi-
cal repercussions. [16] Breast cancer exhibits a notable frequency of coexisting conditions,
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including psychological discomfort [17–19] issues related to anxiety and mood [20,21],
feelings of depression [22], and enduring fatigue coupled with reduced social engage-
ments, emerging as prevalent reactions to the diagnosis and therapeutic interventions
associated with breast cancer [23]. In particular, it has been observed that the psychological
impact of the illness is significant, especially in the transition to motherhood for women
of childbearing age [19]. For these women, fears and concerns associated with a cancer
diagnosis are primarily linked to the disease and its potential effects on pregnancy and
the child’s health [19]. Furthermore, individuals diagnosed with primary breast cancer
remain susceptible to enduring psychological challenges over an extended duration [24,25],
underscoring the substantial influence of this health condition on the overall well-being of
affected individuals.

The improvements in early cancer detection and efficacy of innovative treatments
developed in recent years have supported a prolonged lifespan of cancer patients, generat-
ing, however, the onset of long-term psychological and physical consequences and altered
quality of life [26]. During treatment, in fact, whether involving minor or major procedures,
patients may grapple with temporary or permanent alterations to their bodies, giving rise
to significant psychological challenge [27–30]. The removal of breasts, the development of
swollen arms due to lymphedema, chemotherapy-induced baldness, pharmacologically
triggered menopause, heightened skin sensitivity from radiation, and the use of prosthet-
ics can impact the self-perception, body image, sexual function, and overall emotional
well-being of women with breast cancer [16,31,32].

Moreover, 90% of breast cancer survivors experience sequalae following treatments,
including a decline in physical strength of their upper body, and chronic neuropathic pain
or nonpainful sensations in the amputated breast following surgery [33]. Accordingly, the
integration of supportive measures, tailored to address both the physical and emotional
strains, is essential in fostering resilience and recovery.

2.2. Psychological Burden of Carrying a BRCA Genetic Mutation

The discovery of a BRCA mutation carries with it not just a heightened risk for breast
cancer but also a profound psychological burden, stemming from the anticipation of cancer
and its implications on familial and personal health [34]. BRCA1 and BRCA2 stand out as
the predominant genes associated with this specific cancer type compared to others [35]. It
is reported that 55–72% of women who inherit a harmful BRCA1 variant and 45–69% of
women who inherit a harmful BRCA2 mutation will develop breast cancer by 70–80 years
of age, while the chances of developing breast cancer among the general population at
some point in their lives is about 13% [36].

Several factors contribute to the decision-making process regarding preventive strate-
gies among BRCA carriers. Some factors are linked to information processing [37] while
others are associated with psychosocial variables such as risk perception, cancer-related
worry, levels of emotion dysregulation, family history, and having young children [38,39].

The potential psychological responses and related considerations when a mutation
is detected in an individual could include elevated levels of distress, anxiety, and depres-
sion [40]. These psychological manifestations can be attributed to an increased risk of
future illnesses and implications not only for the health of the tested individuals but also
for their entire family [41]. In addition, increased psychological distress may be triggered
when genetic testing is conducted during a woman’s fertile age, highlighting the necessity
also for fertility counseling [42]. Addressing these needs comprehensively can alleviate the
psychological impact and empower women carrying a genetic mutation to make informed
choices about their health [43,44].
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2.3. Artificial Intelligence and Breast Cancer: Patients’ Perspectives

The integration of AI in medical diagnostics, particularly in breast cancer detection,
is a rapidly evolving field. This evolution has prompted a need to understand the pa-
tient’s perspective on AI’s role in their healthcare. To address this gap, our research
focuses on analyzing existing literature that explores patient attitudes towards AI in breast
cancer diagnosis.

The main take-home messages of our review are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. A concise overview of the major findings and implications from our review.

Aspect Take-Home Messages

AI’s Potential in Diagnosis AI enhances diagnostic accuracy and efficiency
in breast cancer screening.

Patient Concerns Varied concerns about AI’s trustworthiness,
personal interaction, and accountability.

Role of Radiologists Patients prefer AI as a complement to
radiologists, not a replacement.

Demographic Variations Perceptions of AI vary by demographic;
tailored patient education is crucial.

Legal and Ethical Considerations Need for explainable AI and governance
frameworks to address legal/ethical issues.

Future Focus Harmonize AI with patient needs, ensuring it
supports human elements of healthcare.

In 2022, Borondy Kitts A.B. [41] reported that patient engagement in radiology AI
revolves around two key areas: data sharing for AI development and AI’s use in patient
care. Patients generally support data sharing if it benefits others or research but have
concerns about privacy risks and trust issues. In terms of AI in medical care, patients
are open to AI assisting radiologists but lack trust in unsupervised AI. They worry about
liability, loss of human connection, and bias in AI algorithms. Building trust in AI requires
transparency, security, and privacy measures. According to the author, radiologists can
prepare patients by implementing data-sharing agreements for algorithm development and
having discussions about AI use in their care. This presents an opportunity for radiologists
to maintain strong patient relationships as AI becomes more integrated into healthcare.

In 2021, Ongena et al. [39] published the results of a survey administered to women
undergoing screening mammography in the Netherlands; specifically, they investigated
four precise themes regarding AI in radiology: trust and accountability (trust in AI in
taking over diagnostic interpretation tasks of the radiologist, both with regard to accu-
racy, communication, and confidentiality), personal interaction (preference of personal
interaction over AI-based communication), efficiency (belief in whether AI could improve
diagnostic workflow), and a newly developed scale measuring the attitude towards AI in
general medicine. They also took into consideration social status and the level of education
of the patients. Their results showed that their population does not trust AI enough for its
use in standalone interpretation of screening mammograms. Respondents were slightly
more optimistic about the use of AI as a tool that could help select patients that require
a second reader or not. However, a considerable proportion (41%) still opposed the idea
of using AI as a tool to select patients for second reading. Seventeen percent of women
explicitly objected against using AI as an actual second reader. Therefore, the combination
of a radiologist as a first reader and an AI system as a second reader seems to be the most
feasible approach to the population at present, as suggested also by the above-mentioned
recent clinical trials [5,6].

In 2020, Lennox-Chhugani et al. [42] administered a similar survey that investigated
topics concerning attitudes of women to the use of AI in the breast screening process in
four National Health Service trusts providing acute care in the East Midlands of England.
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The study revealed that women generally have a limited understanding of the current
mammogram reading process, with only a minority recognizing the involvement of two
human readers in blind readings. However, sentiment analysis of free-text responses indi-
cated that a significant proportion of women expressed positivity towards the use of AI
in breast screening, with the largest percentage holding positive views. Additionally, the-
matic analysis highlighted perceived benefits of AI in breast screening, including increased
efficiency, improved reliability, and greater safety. Many women expressed the belief that
AI integration in breast screening is inevitable and beneficial for the future. Interestingly,
women of screening age showed a higher inclination towards positive views on AI in breast
screening compared to younger women, despite being less likely to use AI in everyday
health advice or hold positive views of its impact in society.

In 2020, Adams et al. [43] investigated similar topics by a roundtable discussion
where radiologists engaged with patients and invited them to share their opinions and
concerns about the use of AI in radiology. They noted that the four themes that recurred
the most during their conversation were the following: fear of the unknown, trust, human
connection, and cultural acceptability. On the other hand, patients agreed that AI could
have a positive impact on the workflow of radiologists by improving access and reducing
waiting times, reducing time to diagnosis, and even increasing diagnostic accuracy.

In 2021, Pesapane et al. [9] conducted studies, including a survey, to investigate the
attitudes and perceptions of patients towards the use of AI in mammography. Researchers
administered an anonymous questionnaire to participants in a breast cancer screening
program, focusing on their opinions about the introduction of AI in mammography. This
questionnaire was developed in collaboration with psycho-oncologists and subsequently
validated. The findings revealed that a significant portion of the sample (88%) held a
positive view of AI’s role in mammography screening, recognizing its potential utility and
security. Notably, 94% of respondents believed that radiologists should always provide
their interpretation of mammograms. Furthermore, 90% opined that AI could assist in
identifying cases warranting further investigation. A substantial majority (77%) concurred
that AI should be employed at least as a secondary reader. A critical insight emerged
regarding the attribution of responsibility for potential AI errors. About 52% of the par-
ticipants believed that both software developers and radiologists share the responsibility
for any mistakes made by AI systems. The survey also uncovered intriguing variations in
opinions across different demographics. Women from diverse age groups and educational
backgrounds exhibited distinct perspectives on AI’s potential use and involvement in
medicine, highlighting the importance of considering demographic factors when assessing
patient attitudes towards AI in healthcare. Women with a higher education level (e.g., high
school diploma or university degree) were positively associated with optimistic thinking on
the use of AI, although some concern was also observed among the more educated. Particu-
larly, authors reported a lower perceived accuracy in medical AI knowledge as educational
level increased. This subjective evaluation of personal knowledge about medical AI was
explained by the “Dunning–Kruger” [45] effect, which describes how people with limited
skills or knowledge in an area of expertise tend to overestimate their own knowledge or
competence in that domain. Also, according to this survey, women held both software and
radiologists accountable for errors.

The matter of accountability of errors when implementing AI is extremely controver-
sial. Standardized AI governance frameworks and proper AI regulation and legislation are
still loosely defined and largely underdeveloped [46]. The attribution of responsibility by
patients is related to their understanding of the AI apparatus and workflow, which is not
always fully explainable due to the “black box” nature of its networks [47,48]. The concept
of “explainable AI” has recently been developed to unravel the inexplicable algorithms
of AI in order to address and resolve ethical and legal issues, also concerning fault and
accountability, and to make its use in clinical practice more acceptable and understandable
by patients [49].
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Additionally, in 2022, Bunnel and Rowe [44] investigated the effects that the imple-
mentation of AI in breast imaging could have on the relationship between the radiologist
and the patient and their ways of communication. The results of their analysis showed that
patients perceive and appreciate the competency of the radiologist by mutual effective com-
munication and human interpretation of AI-generated diagnoses. According to patients,
radiologists are able to administer adequate care when their competency and expertise are
unaffected by AI integration, and they effectively identify potential AI errors.

The key findings of these investigations and surveys are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. A synopsis of the key findings in the research and surveys conducted by the authors
referenced in our review.

Study Key Findings

Borondy Kitts (2022) [41]

- Patients support data sharing for AI development but have
concerns about privacy and trust.

- They are open to AI assisting radiologists but lack trust in
unsupervised AI.

- Building trust in AI requires transparency and
privacy measures.

Ongena et al. (2021) [39]

- Population lacks trust in AI for standalone interpretation
of mammograms.

- Slightly more optimistic about AI assisting in patient
selection for further review.

- Prefer the combination of a radiologist as the first reader
and AI as the second reader

Lennox-Chhugani et al.
(2020) [42]

- Women express positivity towards AI in breast screening,
citing increased efficiency and reliability.

- Many believe AI integration in breast screening is inevitable
and beneficial for the future

Adams et al. (2020) [43]

- Patients express fear of the unknown and concerns about
trust and human connection regarding AI in radiology.

- They believe AI could positively impact
radiologists’ workflow

Pesapane et al. (2021) [9]

- Majority of participants hold a positive view of AI’s role in
mammography screening.

- Most believe radiologists should always provide their
interpretation of mammograms.

- Patients hold both software developers and radiologists
accountable for AI errors.

Bunnel and Rowe (2022) [44]

- Patients appreciate effective communication and human
interpretation of AI-generated diagnoses by radiologists.

- Radiologists are perceived as competent when their
expertise is unaffected by AI integration.

Interestingly, a survey concerning similar topics was conducted in the UK by de
Vries et al. [50] that, on the other hand, was aimed at the evaluation of the opinions of
screening readers on the use and future applications of AI in mammography. Accredited
breast cancer screening readers were asked to respond and give their opinions on four dif-
ferent scenarios for future, possible utilization of AI: a “partial replacement scenario” with
a specialist and an AI algorithm examining the mammograms where, in case of disagree-
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ment, a different specialist would make the final decision; a “total replacement scenario”
with AI algorithms examining the mammograms without input from radiologists, thus
making the final decision; a “triage scenario” with AI algorithms initially examining the
mammograms where, if suspicious findings are detected, a specialist would be required to
review the image; a “companion scenario” with mammograms continuing to be examined
by specialists as is the current practice, with on-demand access to an AI algorithm to help
them make their decisions.

The data obtained from the survey evidenced that breast screening readers in the UK
favor the introduction of AI, with over 63% of participants having a positive or strongly
positive view of AI use in screening. Respondents overall preferred partial replacement
(AI replaces one human reader) over other AI implementation scenarios. They objected
to the total replacement scenario, while views on the triage and companion scenarios
were mixed.

Some comments added by the responding radiologists also suggested other possible
uses of AI in the screening setting, such as maximizing image quality, interpreting breast
density, and then assessing risk and possible masking from breast density and fat—the
parenchyma ratio—so that the algorithm can suggest whether or not to perform tomosyn-
thesis. Approximately half of the respondents thought first readers (52%) and second
readers (51%) should have access to the AI opinion. Most respondents (68%) thought that
third readers or an arbitration panel should have access to the AI opinion.

In summary, the collective findings extracted from the referenced articles and surveys
conducted among patients and breast radiologists alike score a harmonious consensus.
Both groups emphasize the insufficiency of exclusively relying on AI for mammogram
assessment, preferring instead its partial integration into the decision-making process. AI
should function as an auxiliary tool, potentially assuming the role of a second or third
reader in conjunction with a human radiologist. Such a collaborative approach not only
optimizes diagnostic accuracy but also values the continued significance of human expertise
and judgment in breast cancer detection and diagnosis.

Finally, we must acknowledge that the studies considered in this review predomi-
nantly originate from populations residing in medium- to high-income countries. These
countries are typically at the forefront of adopting and integrating AI applications into
various domains, including healthcare. Moreover, their populations tend to be more aware
of technological advancements and medical innovations [9]. However, it is crucial to ac-
knowledge that the impact of AI in healthcare, particularly in fields such as breast cancer
screening, is not limited to affluent nations, as the implementation of AI holds significant
promise in addressing healthcare disparities, especially in low-income countries [51–53]. As
low-income countries often face challenges in establishing and maintaining comprehensive
screening programs due to limited resources, infrastructure, and healthcare accessibil-
ity [54], AI has the potential to be a transformative tool, offering more accessible and
cost-effective solutions for breast cancer screening [53]. It could, in fact, help provide easy
access to better healthcare, such as screening mammography for vulnerable and at-risk
women through algorithm-assisted, telemedicine-based platforms [55].

However, a paradox emerges when considering the global application of AI in health-
care. While AI has the potential to reduce healthcare disparities by improving access
to screening and diagnostic services in low-income countries, the current concentration
of AI-related research and development in high-income regions poses a challenge. The
majority of AI algorithms are developed and validated on datasets primarily derived from
affluent populations, which may not adequately represent the diversity of health conditions,
demographics, and healthcare systems in low-income countries [7].

Furthermore, the adoption of AI in low-income regions can be hindered by several
factors, including limited access to high-quality medical data for algorithm training, inade-
quate infrastructure, and a lack of awareness and acceptance among healthcare providers
and communities. These challenges may inadvertently exacerbate healthcare disparities, as
the benefits of AI may not be equally accessible to all populations [52].
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To address these issues, initiatives should focus on developing AI solutions that are
adaptable to resource-constrained settings, promoting data sharing and collaboration,
and fostering education and awareness about the potential benefits of AI in healthcare.
Efforts to expand the reach of AI in healthcare should be guided by a commitment to
inclusivity, equitable access, and a thorough understanding of the specific challenges faced
by underserved populations [56]. Only then can AI fulfill its promise of reducing disparities
rather than accentuating them.

3. Conclusions

While recognizing AI’s potential for enhanced diagnostic accuracy and efficiency in
mammography, patients express varied concerns about trust, personal interaction, and
accountability, highlighting the need for a balanced approach in clinical practice.

Demographic differences in perceptions and concerns underline the importance of
tailored patient education about medical AI. Legal and ethical considerations, particularly
regarding error accountability and AI’s “black box” nature, necessitate the resolute de-
velopment of an ever-increasing explainable AI [57] as well as standardized ethics and
governance frameworks [58] capable of ensuring the ethical sustainability of AI and of
maintaining and strengthening patient trust [59].

Nevertheless, a fundamental ethical requirement, reported by participants themselves,
remains that of considering AI always as an empowering and enabling tool, which should
never replace human evaluation of images altogether or hinder the direct interaction and
communication between the radiologist and the patient.

In conclusion, the integration of AI presents substantial advancements in breast cancer
screening. However, its effective clinical implementation necessitates addressing patient
concerns and preserving the crucial role of radiologists in providing empathetic patient
care. Moving forward, it is essential to prioritize efforts aimed at aligning AI technology
with patient preferences and requirements, ensuring that AI complements rather than
replaces the human aspects of healthcare delivery.
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